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When Keitaro Urashima fails his entrance exams to get into Tokyo University for the second time, hes
officially an unemployed and uneducated slacker. To make things worse, his parents have kicked him out of
his house. Fortunately, his grandmother owns the fabulous Hinata Lodge and has agreed to take Keitaro in as
caretaker. What he doesn't know is that the lodge is actually a girl's dorm and he's the only guy around. Most

guys would kill to live with five ladies, but if Keitaro's not careful, this job will kill him.
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Rabu Hina is a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Ken Akamatsu.It was serialized in Kodanshas
Weekly Shnen Magazine from October 1998 to October 2001 with the chapters collected into 14 tankbon
volumes by Kodansha.The series tells the story of Keitar Urashima and his attempts to find the girl with . by
Ken Akamatsu. The book is pretty good. When Keitaro Urashima fails his entrance exams to get into Tokyo

University for the second time hes officially an unem. Amazon Price New from Used from Kindle
comiXology Please retry 20.45 Paperback Please retry 35.45. Lee Love Hina Omnibus 3 por Ken Akamatsu
disponible en Rakuten Kobo. This was a great final two volumes packaged into one omnibus and the ending
was beautiful. Encontre e salve seus próprios Pins no Pinterest. Love Hina Omnibus 2 by Ken Akamatsu
29487 available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. Navigate Linked Data Dashboard Tools
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